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Kids, help keep Lake Tapps water clean!

You live in the Lake Tapps watershed. Find out what a watershed is and how what you do in your yard can affect the lake at tpchd.org/tappswise.

Here are some healthy actions you can take for the lake:

- **Check your driveway for oil spots.**
  Oil spots mean that your family car leaks oil. Look for rainbow colors as the oil moves down the driveway. Ask the adults in the family to fix the leak so oil doesn’t run off to the lake or a stream.

- **Scoop up after your pet.**
  Pet doo is pollution, too. When it rains, the pet doo runs off into the lake or a stream.

- **Ask the adults in your family if you use “slow release” organic lawn fertilizer.**
  Organic fertilizers work with the millions of microbes in the soil to slowly release natural food for the grass. Chemical fertilizers often release too much plant food too quickly. What the plants cannot take up, goes to the lake and streams and causes pollution! Yuck!

- **Plant a tree or shrub.**
  Trees, shrubs and other plants help clean the water by taking up pollution in their roots. Get them at a local garden store.

Show your neighborhood you care about clean water in Lake Tapps.

- Take at least 2 of the healthy actions above and email tappswise@tpchd.org to get your free TappsWise yard sign!
- Share a picture of the healthy actions you took on social media and use the hashtag #BeTappsWise.

Find links to more cool water activities at tpchd.org/tappswise.
Color the lake wildlife!